Abstract
I shall only remark here, how easily men take upon trust, how willingly they are satisfied with, and how confidently they repeat after others, false explanations of what they do not understand. 
Preface
In this little jeu d'esprit, I defend Robert Lowth against the oft-levelled charges of lack of grammatical competence and acumen, arbitrariness, and disregard for usage; above all, for his desire to 'regulate' the language, i.e., set up rules for it (cf. Latin regula 'rule'), to prescribe English usage by arbitrary rules, which would at the same time proscribe errors.
4
He is shown as highly competent in the field of grammar and literature, and displays considerable originality, ingenuity and skill in the fashioning and application of his grammatical rules. Far from imposing a Latinate grammar on English, he sought to eliminate, among other constructions, the non-native Latinisms, imported into English during the English Renaissance (1550-1660), that, as he thought, rightly or wrongly, disfigured the language, especially of the earlier generation of post-Restoration writers, even the most eminent. He also judged improper those native English syntactic forms that violated the principles of Strict Construction. In this regard he represented the 18thC purist view of English that replaced the looser construction of this and earlier generations with a more refined, more construable prose. Samuel Johnson epitomizes this carefully crafted new prose style, based on the periodic sentence.
Lowth is far from perfect, and neither is his A Short Introduction to English Grammar: With Critical Notes (1762), but most present-day critics, from the depths of their abysmal ignorance of what Lowth actually says and does, and their a priori prejudices and lack of analytical understanding, write about myths and inventions of their own, 5 instead of studying Lowths life and works for what they represented to the scholars and educated classes of his day, who regarded him highly as a respected officer of the Church and a distinguished man of letters.
